Future detection techniques will be determined by the future trends in experiments and accelerators which will certainly b~ characterized by either higher energy or higher intensity~ or both.
Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. As for che future development c: bubble chambers, the size of the present chambers is alreday quite big (80" BNL chamber) and for many ex-,,.::::rimental purposes, this size is qui t2 adequate but a considerably higher magnetic field is very much desirable. Owing to the recent progress in the super-conducting magnets; magnetic :ield of the o.rder of 100 kilogauss seems to be feasible in the not too distant future and this would pl~y a very important role in the future bubble chamber applications at super~high-energi.::s.
~veu tDough bubble charebe~s can be triggered by various. counter arrange~ents, but the basic limitation in the bubble ch~ber ti~e r~solution ma.~es the usefulness of such an a:p:plication very much restricted. As was mentioned earlier, the future trend in experiments will certainly be characterized by higher momentum or higher intensity ~r both.
Hence in the use of super-high-energy acceleratros, it is essential that high momentum particles be identified as well as low momentum particles.
Among the presently known techniques a counter system, consisting of Cerenkov counters,is by far the best method for identifying high momentum particles .. On the other hand, because of its· extremely fast resolution time, a scintillation counter is by far the best detector for high intensity applicat~ons and is capable of high counting rates. It is very likely that high field super conducting magnets will· be extensively used and some detectors will be required to operate in extremely high fringing fields. a) Cerenkov Counters.
A differential gas Cerenkov counter with a built-in anti-coincidence feature has been used very successfully to identify high momentum particles ·up to~ 22 Bev/c. It is .reasonable to believe that, with the above mentioned improvements in the resolution, particles of a few hundred Bev/c momentum can be identified.
In a conventional-high resolution Cerenkov counter system, the incident particles would all have to be extremely parallel to the axis of the counter in order to be detected by the count~r. Any particle incident at a small angle off the axis of the Cerenkov counter will result in a displacement of the Cerenkov light coue from the position o.f the slit and ~onsequently, this light will not enter the slit.
In the future, one can possibly replace the conventio~al slit by a hodoscope sys.'tem of light pipes and photomultipliers,· .. the signals from which are fed directly to· a computer sys.tem. · Thus, the position and the radius of the (ii) It is insensitive to magnet field. This is especially important in the·future applications when we will .certainly have high field superconducting magnets, and detectors may have to be placed in close proximity to such high fields.
(iii) Its size is small and no photomultiplier or light pipes are needed.
It can be placed conveniently close.to a target for detecting particles of short life times or it can be installed in otherwise inaccessible ·locations. The extrerrely fast time resolution of a scinU. 1 .lation detector (-10-sec)
together with its flexibility in application in v'a:ci.ous forms of hodoscopes, telescopes, etc. lea·ds~: one to feel quite certain that it .·"'Jill play a major r1>le .. in future experiments at super-high-energies end at high intensities. The· fast time resolution allows one to reduce backgrou~d effects· and to obtain high counting rates in an experiment. The immense flexibility in th.:cli:oice of counter elements of practically any size and in any desired sha?c: o ,:· ::odoscope o·r t:elescopes arrays makes it extremely valuable in future experiments. This is especially true if the information registered in the hodoscope can be_ fed directly-into a fast com?uter and the desired computations can be made instantaneously. An example of this is the recent elastic scat~ering experiment ( 6 ) ( 7 ) performed at the Brookhaven AGS, employing a system of scintillation hodoscopes·for determining the scattering angle and momentum of each sca,ttered particle ·with . high precision. The counting rate obtained in this exp.eriment is at least . 'two. orders .. of. magnitude higher than any other existing detection systems under , consideration. The information on each event is stored in a buffer memory unit. At the end of each AGS pulse, all the stor~d information was transmitted to a fast computer which is programmed to compute all the essential results derived from the experiment, such as the classification of elastic and inelastic events in each angular region under study, the momentum spectrum of the desired particle, the elastic differential cross-sections corresponding ta the various values o·f t (negative momentum transfer squared), etc. These computed results are then transmitted back to the experimental station and displayed on an oscilloscope before the start of the next beam pulse. I believe that this is the first time that an on-line. computer system was successfully designed and operated in an experiment of such complexity. Fig .. 4 shows the experimental set up. Fig. 5 ·.shows one of the counter hodoscopes. Fig. 6 shows the buffer memory unit and · some of the electronic circuits. Fig. 7 shows a momentum spectrum with an elastic peak on the display oscilloscope. energy experiments not only for the present.but even more so for future experiments.
I feel strongly that in future experiments the on-line computer system will play "' an extremely important role, especially in those involving high intensity beams. 
